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attack. Normally, we would be in a position
to double check that. Well, I have an extra

idea. Let's change our `next` function to: sub
next($which) { my ($self) = @_; my $val;
foreach my $i (@{$self->{'position'}}) {

$val = $self->{$i}? $i : undef; return
$self->${$i} = $val if $i == $which; }
return; } At this point, we have used a

`foreach` and an `if` statement, but not a
condition called inside the loop. We can use

that to further protect ourselves. So, let's
turn our `next` function into: sub

next($which) { my ($self) = @_; my $val;
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foreach my $i (@{$self->{'position'}}) {
$val = $self->{$i}? $i : undef; return

$self->${$i} = $val if $i == $which; } if
($self->{'position'}) { # First position is

valid only if there is # something in position
0 3e33713323
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